CHAPTER II
THE HANOVERIAN SUCCESSION AND THE
ADMINISTRATION OF WALPOLE
george had secured his throne with ease and the country The danger
,	J   of a Stewart
had peacefully accepted his accession; yet none the less the restoration
possibility of a Stewart Restoration cast a long shadow over   eman s
England for the next thirty years.   To everyone except the
Jacobites, George, despite his reserve and aloofness, was
indispensable, (fortunately, at heart, George valued his
new kingdom as much as his new subj ects valued him.   King
and people were therefore united in the defence of the new
dynasty and they demanded, in consequence, the formation
of a Whig administration, a policy of peace, essential both a .wh& ad-
0	11	.	.      ministration
to the security of the throne and to the commercial prosperity	and a policy
of the nation, and the maintenance of the Peace of Utrecht	° peace"
which guaranteed the Hanoverian Succession.)
The Whigs had first to deal with the Jacobite Rebellion	^e>cobit^
' '     , .	i'ii	•	-	r Rebellioa of
in Scotland
of 1715, which combined clan jealousies, national love ot 1715 is sup-
independence and hatred of the Union with the loyalty presse '
of the Jacobites to the Pretender.    Taking advantage
of the reluctance of the people to risk anything for the
Stewarts until their success was assured, and profiting by the
rebels' lack of organisation, their inability to secure foreign
assistance, and the weakness of the Pretender's personal
effort, the Parliament easily crushed the Rising.   The
Jacobites launched another plot in 1720, but again the
Government was too powerful for them.1
\ Far more serious was the popular discontent in Scotland Discontent
w	\
and Ireland! In Scotland the opposition to the Malt Tax
and the agitation connected with the Porteous Riots, and
in Ireland the incidents connected with Wood's Halfpence
and the publication of Drapier's Letters, showed how
i See Chapter IX.
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